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Look 

T
he scene of the crime was a first-grade classroom at Union
Avenue Grammar School in 1968. There had been a Prague 

Spring, a Tet Offensive in South Vietnam, a charismatic minister 
who threatened white supremacy assassinated on the balcony of a 
Memphis hotel, another beautiful Kennedy bled on the kitchen floor 
of a Los Angeles hotel while a busboy cradled the dead man's head, 
fear and confusion plain on his face. That same year in Margate, New 
Jersey, I was six years old, and my teacher Mrs. Zachariades wrote 
the word "LOOK" on the chalkboard. Then she drew eyeballs inside 
the two middle letters "O" and "O" and completed the picture by 

adding long curly eyelashes. 
From my seat I watched her and thought What craziness is 

this lady up to now? Mrs. Zachariades turned to face the room of 
first graders and pointed to each letter as she spoke the syllables, 
"EL Oh. Oh. Kay." By this time, I had learned my letters, had been 
dutifully singing, "Now I Know My ABCs" . .. dah dah dah, but I 
didn't know what purpose this served. It was just a song. That day, 
as Mrs. Z sounded out the letters, I recognized them and thought, 
Big deal, I know the alphabet. Show me something new. I also got the 
eyeballs picture, yeah seen that before, but I was still not making the 
connection. Then Mrs. Z. drew a slow chalk line from left to right, 
underneath the letters decorated to look like eyeballs, and spoke the 
word in a drawn-out, vowel-heavy pronouncement, "Look." 

Oh. That was it. The ciphers. The sounds. The verb. The orbs 
at the front of my head. This process of knitting up realities, my 
ability to see, all these truths, literal, physical, musical, and symbolic, 
fell overlapping ontci each other and merged in one instant. A click 
of silver light coursed me. My body married my mind. I felt my skull 
expand, a perceptible, tectonic shift outward at the seams that joined 
these bony plates. I was going to need more room for my brain if this 
continued. 

Mrs. Zachariades, Mrs. Zachariades, what have you done to 
me? A door into the adult world swung open when you wrote those 
letters. In that moment, I understood how I would spend the rest of 
my life. For that, I have you to thank or blame, Mrs. Z, you monstrous 
alchemist. Still, it must be noted: My innocence was lost. 




















